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The Unitarian Church of Harrisburg: Building Bridges, Celebrating Community

From the Minister
The Rev. Dr. Tony Johnson is serving as UCH Minister 2018-21.

It was a warm and sunny day in
late October when my sister
Maria poured our sister
Debbie’s ashes into the small
hole in the ground in the church
yard of St. John’s on the Green
(Episcopal) in Waterbury, CT.
Eight years earlier we had each
poured a set of ashes—those of
our mother and our sister
Susan—into a hole in the ground in the same church yard.
That was my second trip of any real distance from my New
Jersey home since the start of the pandemic. I had
traveled to Harrisburg a few weeks earlier. After the burial
in Waterbury, Jody and I drove to New Milford, CT, where
Maria lives with her husband and their son. There we had
lunch, joined by Maria’s best friend since childhood, the
only person to attend the interment not related by blood
or marriage, other than the priest-in-charge.
The route from Waterbury to New Milford wound through
the familiar wooded hills of my childhood. In front of
many houses along the winding and hilly road were signs
for the presidential election. Most said “Trump/Pence.” As
we approached New Milford but still on the country road,
we came over one hill and coasted downward again.
There—ahead of us—was a large barn. Covering fully onefourth of the side of the barn was a banner that read
“Biden/Harris.”
There are still two political parties in rural Connecticut.
Members of both parties were among the nine mourners
in the church yard. The gathering was one of love and
sorrow, and no one spoke of anything but family.
It was a day when life and death stood side by side.
We live in a time when it is starkly evident that life and
death stand side by side in public life as well as in personal
moments. Among my large circle of family and friends are
individuals who stand on both sides of the political divide
in the U.S. The differences among us are strong and deep.
We are all engaged. We look at American politics and each
of us sees life and death side by side.
But the commonalities are strong and deep. Within my
family we manage to stay in relationship in spite of strong
and deep political differences.
But that’s family.
What about the nation? About that I’m not so sure. Let’s
see what we can do.

Rev. Dr. Anthony P. Johnson
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Worship online 10:30 a.m. Sundays
Nov 1: Democracy Is An Act of Faith — Rev. Johnson

On the Sunday prior to Election Day, the sermon explores the nature of
democracy and its importance when democracy is under attack by its
domestic enemies.

Nov 8: What Have We Wrought? — Rev. Johnson

Even on the Sunday following the Presidential election, we may not yet
know the results. But the post-election question is nonetheless relevant:
What have we wrought? Live streaming.

Nov 15: What Comes Next? — Rev. Robin Stillwater
Robin Stillwater is the daughter of UCH members Ann and JD Stillwater. She was
ordained at UCH in August.

Well, we've just had an election. I know you probably had a sermon on
this last week and if this month is going like the previous ones,
everything is different from what it was a week ago. This sermon will
deal with the current events from a perspective of finding joy and
comfort in small things.

Nov 22: Beyond Categorical Thinking — Rev. Keith Kron
Keith Kron is director of the Transitions Department at the UUA. He will be leading a
BCT workshop on Saturday, November 21 (page 4).

Being grateful is not solely for the benefit of the giver of that for which
thanks are offered. It also benefits the person expressing gratitude.

Nov 29: Topic Giving Thanks Every Day — Rev. Cindy Terlazzo
Cindy Terlazzo was granted Preliminary Fellowship in the spring and was ordained
Oct. 24. She is currently continuing her work with individuals with intellectual
disabilities as she prepares to enter the search process for parish ministry.

2020 has been a hard year for almost everyone. It’s easy to fall captive
to reciting all the sorrows and struggles that have taken place. And it is
easy to justify doing so. Our challenge lies in finding ways to witness the
heartache, to honor the sorrow while also seeking out beauty as an act
of resistance – while recognizing that there is power in expressing
gratitude and sustenance in finding ways to answer yes to life.
Each Sunday morning, the church will email:
A link to the YouTube video of the Sunday service
A link to the Zoom session for 11:30 coffee and conversation

Check-in with Rev. Johnson
Rev. Johnson is scheduling times when you can reach him by Zoom,
without an appointment, to check in, talk about your concerns, and
stay connected. These virtual office hours are scheduled as follows:
Tuesdays from 4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Meeting ID: 822 2393
4730)
Wednesdays from noon to 1:00 p.m. (Meeting ID: 813 0455 0819)
Rev. Johnson is also available by phone at 717-564-4761 ext. 700 or
via email at revjohnson@harrisburguu.org
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From the Board of Trustees
President’s Message
By David Spear, President, Board of Trustees

In just a few days, we will finally have the
election. Finally! I think most of the
country is exhausted from all the
politicking, blustering, mailings, and
advertisements. I was exhausted long ago.
We may not know the actual results for a
few days afterwards, unfortunately. It will
take time to count all the mail-in ballots. Apparently, these
can't be counted beforehand, for some reason, so we will be
left in suspense, perhaps for the rest of election week.

T

his has been a very bizarre year, one that will surely be
written about in the history books. Just as in other
times of change and conflict, it will be detailed and
analyzed by future generations.

It's important to take the long view during times of upheaval.
These are difficult times, but America has been through
difficult times like this before, and we have come out
stronger because of it. There were efforts to abolish slavery
from the early parts of our country's history. It took decades
of protesting for women to be allowed to vote. The Civil
Rights movement extended for at least a decade, and true
racial equality has still not been achieved. LGBTQ rights are
only now beginning to be recognized.
The forces that have brought our country to this point have
been a long time in coming. Hopefully, this election will be a
turning point and put us back on a path to seek justice,
equality, inclusion, and unity among our peoples. But it will
take some time. Even if we elect sensible leaders, the

cultural forces that got us to this point could take years to
unwind.
Some of the discontent in America is actually constructive,
however. We now have glaring evidence of racial injustice,
especially involving the police. This has been going on for
decades, if not centuries, but now we have video evidence.
Society has finally grown a conscience about this, and people
are rightly protesting. This is the kind of "good trouble" that
the late Rep. John Lewis advocated.

D

espite all the social upheaval, I believe that the tide is
turning in our favor. In the last couple of months, we
have seen society tiring of the divisiveness, tiring of
the incompetence, tiring of the corruption, and especially
tiring of the number of lives lost to the coronavirus.

Remember the words of Unitarian minister Theodore Parker,
later paraphrased by Martin Luther King, Jr.: "The arc of the
moral universe is long, but it bends toward justice.” This is
precisely the time to keep this in mind.
The Unitarian Church of Harrisburg has been a force of good
since 1927. For nearly 100 years, we have promoted the
justice and equality that are found in our Seven Principles,
and we will continue to do so. This is who we are, and this is
what we stand for.
Throughout November, please strengthen yourself by
tapping into the moral authority of our church, our
principles, and our vision and mission. Together, we are
strong. Together, we can support and strengthen each other.
We can remain engaged while we press forward to create an
honorable and just society.

David Spear
November Share the Plate: Ecumenical Food Pantry
Each month, we share the Sunday plate with a local non-profit. This month, we share with the
Ecumenical Food Pantry.

For over 45 years the Ecumenical Food Pantry has worked to meet the emergency
food needs of people in the greater Harrisburg area. At the start of the pandemic,
the number of people served at the Pantry decreased as temporary food outlets
opened. However, the special pandemic food distributions seem to be ending, and
the requests for food at the Pantry have been rising again. The Pantry is currently
providing a 3-day supply of food to about 300 households (900 people) every month.
The Pantry is managed and operated entirely by volunteers. Pantry operations and
procedures were completely reworked to keep volunteers and clients safe. The
Pantry is located at Messiah Lutheran Church in Downtown Harrisburg. It is
supported by many area churches, businesses, organizations, individuals, and a state grant. Your support is vitally important.
─ Submitted by UCH Finance Committee
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Religious Exploration (RE)
November: Gratitude and Thanksgiving
By Cory Ness, Director of Religious Exploration (DRE)

Our families are exploring monthly themes. To date in we have explored “Our Chalice” in September and
“Creating Sabbath Space” in October. In November, we will learn to cultivate a heart of Gratitude and
Thanksgiving. For some people Thanksgiving serves as a bridge between traditions of the Fall season and the
hectic season of the Winter holidays. Before we get to the busyness the holiday brings us, let us take time to
remember the importance in the spiritual practice of the gift of gratitude.
Holstee.com shares with us that the root word of gratitude is grace—a way of living that expresses the
inherent understanding of the gift of life. The experience of gratitude can be practiced and cultivated as an
embodied felt sense by our way of being in the world. Through the lens of gratitude, we see the gift of life as
a fundamental way of navigating our internal and external landscapes. The personal benefits of this practice
are many—gratitude elicits feelings of joy, passion, meaning and purpose. This felt sense of gratitude can be elicited within us by
others, through their loving behaviors and deeds. By expressing rather than suppressing the experience of interpersonal
gratitude, we can positively impact our social world. The interpersonal sharing of gratitude illuminates the gifts of connection,
love, compassion and acceptance. Gratitude as an attitude is flexible—we can consciously cultivate gratitude at any moment,
even in the midst of suffering, and in doing so the experience of gratitude can create a sense of meaning and purpose.
In November, I invite you to explore a Padlet I have created with numerous articles, activities, blessings, readings, books, music,
and videos for our children, youth, and adults.

Cory
2020 Auction: Nov 7-14

Some on the Auction Committee have wondered about their amazing
and hard-working leader’s interest in Al Capone. Patti Hazell’s
fascination started when her Uncle Frank said he sang in Al Capone’s
club in Chicago. Geraldo Rivera thought he had Al Capone’s vault in the
1980s but Patti had the inside scoop. She found Al Capone’s vault
(wink, wink, nudge, nudge)!!! And you could eat as well as Al Capone
with the $50 Dolce Vita Restaurant gift certificate, that a stool pigeon
told us is in the vault! Al, and Patti, grew up surrounded by delicious
Italian food! Patti fondly remembers monthly ravioli fundraiser dinners
at St. Ann’s Catholic Church (Steelton) in the 1970s. Dolce Vita grinds
their own meat for their ravioli, the same way that St. Ann’s used to. A
dinner at Dolce Vita and much, much more could be yours through the
Roaring 20’s auction. That same stool pigeon whispered that they are
sure there is more than $500 worth of loot in the vault.
Bid on the vault and more than 70 other items online, November 7-14. On Saturday,
November 7 (7:00 p.m.) join the virtual kick-off to enjoy music and a guided beertasting while having live experts available to answer your auction questions (and
maybe we can convince the stool pigeon to let us in on another secret of the vault).
Bring a Lancaster Brewing Company Milk Stout and you could also win
commendations with the highest or lowest ABV beers. On November 14 at 7 :00
p.m., the stool pigeon has hinted they may reveal another item from the vault right
at the beginning. Bring a pineapple upside down cake to enjoy, dance the Charleston
(lesson provided, costumes optional), enjoy wonderful music, poetry and a whiskey
tasting with the UCH community. Watch for further details on when to come to
church to pick up whiskey samples. Bidding closes at the end of the event, and the
vault will be opened-we won’t let a pandemic get in the way of finding out what is in
that vault!!!
Keep an eye out on your email on Nov. 7 that contains the link, instructions, and FAQ
for the UCH Auction--The Roaring 20s!
─ Submitted by Patti Hazell
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Church News
Ministerial Search Committee (MSC)
The Ministerial Search Committee (MSC) was elected by the congregation and charged with identifying a settled minister for our congregation.

Monthly Report
September and October were the months for collecting information from the congregation. The congregational survey was
published and completed in September. The results were distributed to the congregation via email on October 21. Thanks to the
110 people who participated in the survey! We will use the results to help complete the Congregational Record (also known as
the “CR”). The survey results are also directly available to potential ministerial candidates, who can compare our results to those
of other congregations in search.
Thanks also to the many members who attended the search charettes on October 18 and 25 and to those who attended the
meetings and interviews conducted during the month of October for specifically focused groups such as the Board of Trustees, the
choir, RE families, past presidents, lay leaders and former search committee members. Individuals provided valuable information
and insights during these meetings which helped further develop the survey results and will assist in completing the CR.
November will be an even busier month for the Ministerial Search Committee. We will be working on the CR (an in-depth look at
UCH) to provide information about our church to prospective ministerial candidates. In completing the CR, the MSC will draw
upon the congregational survey results. We will also use your comments expressed during the charette meetings and during the
focus groups. We will draw upon our collective knowledge and information provided by staff, the Board, the congregation’s
records, as well as by members. The CR includes sections where we describe our congregational life, our staff, our governance,
and our history. We must complete a comprehensive questionnaire that consists of 52 questions about our congregational life
and our expectations for a settled minister.
The CR must be completed and submitted to the UUA for approval before the end of November. In addition, a packet of
documents is prepared that supports the CR and includes documents required by the UUA. These documents are in the process
of being collected or prepared by search committee members, staff, the board, the finance committee, the contract negotiating
team and others. The packet will be provided during the month of December to ministers who wish to apply to be considered as
our settled minister.
The Beyond Categorical Thinking (BCT) workshop is scheduled for, November 21. The BCT workshop is offered to the
congregation virtually by the UUA Transitions Office to promote inclusive thinking and help prevent any unfair discrimination in
our search/calling process. A description of the workshop is found at https://www.uua.org/careers/ministers/transitions/bct.
The workshop will be conducted online and, for your convenience, will consist of two parts, with a break in between the two
parts. The first part starts in the morning from 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. The second part is in the afternoon from 3:00 p.m. – 4:30
p.m. A summary of the main takeaways from the workshop will be included in the documents packet provided to ministerial
applicants. The zoom link information for the workshop is as follows:
Topic: Beyond Categorical Thinking Workshop (MSC)
Time: Nov 21, 2020 11:00 AM
Nov 21, 2020 03:00 PM
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81261143094?pwd=b0VrZCthY3F6K3pmZTJtcTdCRTVLQT09
Meeting ID: 812 6114 3094
Passcode: 165464

New Website
A separate MSC website has been designed by the MSC and will soon be launched!! This website is password
protected and includes a variety of information of interest to potential ministerial candidates. In addition to ministers,
it will be available to church members once it is launched. Look for information about how to access the website and
the password in News You Can UUs.
— Submitted by Chris Dutton, Chair
The UCH REPORTER, Vol. 56, No. 5
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LaGrone News
LaGrone Report
The Oliver LaGrone Scholarship program offers the largest local scholarship available to graduates of Harrisburg Public High Schools. Scholars receive $10,000
($2,500 annually) and are assigned a mentor to provide advice and guidance during their post-secondary education. The scholarship is named for Oliver
LaGrone, a nationally noted poet, sculptor, philosopher, and humanitarian who worshiped at UCH during his Harrisburg years (1970-1986)

About Cristina Ledesma
Shippensburg University seeks engaged students. Cristina Ledesma,
2020 winner of the Oliver LaGrone Scholarship, wanted a college that
would support her driven desire to learn. Cristina reports that it’s a
match. She has chosen the online option for now, but studying from
home during a virus pandemic has not dampened the vitality of Ship’s
welcoming community for Cristina. For instance, her first-year
seminar, U. 101, Honor School version, meets online weekly,
discussing readings and strategies for college success. The gatherings
have deepened her personal connections with other Honor School
students also working from off-campus settings.
Cristina is an Accounting major. Her ability to organize and her tip-toperfectionism will suit her for a wide variety of work options. Those
skills have already come into play in creating her own college time
and space at home—in the living room, when mom is at work and her
younger sister is in class elsewhere in the house.
What pleasure for Cristina to find that her advanced placement math
teacher at Harrisburg High School’s Sci-Tech campus had prepared
her well for her first semester freshman Applied Calculus course at
Ship. Delving into the concepts of profit, revenue, and cost has been
enriched by simultaneous coursework in Economics. Among other
tasks: research education law. Cristina reports that small group
Internet initiatives on Zoom have added to her satisfaction with
college.
Pleasure has also come from a direction Cristina did not expect: classes not essential for business. Her Interdisciplinary Arts
course, as an example, has her keeping a weekly arts journal, spurred by writing prompts from her professor, but sharpening her
own breadth of awareness.
Fortunately, Cristina and her UCH mentor, Dr. Karen Mallah, have been able to meet in person. The two Spanish speakers look
forward to a continued fruitful relationship.
The Oliver LaGrone Scholarship is awarded annually to a graduate of Harrisburg High School. Cristina’s selection brings her a total
of $10,000 over the course of her post-secondary enrollment. Contact Rick Hawley if you would like to help choose the 2021
LaGrone Scholar.
— Submitted by Cordell Affeldt

Call for LaGrone Panel Members
The Oliver LaGrone Scholarship Committee (OLSC) usually selects three UCH volunteers as members of the 5-member Scholar
Selection Panel. The task of the Selection Panel members is to review applications for the scholarship, narrow the applicants to a
list of interviewees, and finally to select the scholar. Individuals interested will need to be available for three consecutive
Thursday nights (April 1, 8, and 15, 2021), for approximately 2 hours the first two nights, and approximately 3 hours the last night.
The meetings will be virtually or in real space as determined by the OLSC in March. Individuals must be able to attend meetings
by Zoom (desktop, laptop or smartphone required), just in case COVID related closings have not been lifted by then. Two of the
three UCH members will be adult members, and one will be a UCH youth, preferably a high school student. Interested church
members should email committee chair Rick Hawley at the committee email address: olgs@harrisburguu.org as soon as possible.
— Submitted by Rick Hawley
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Lay-Led Ministries
Clover Lane Cleanup Oct. 10

Many thanks to the intrepid gardeners who helped with groundskeeping on Saturday, Oct. 10. The following “field engineers” lent
a much-appreciated hand to the task: Denny and Barbara Byrne, Bart Carpenter, Dave Powell, Charlene Senglaub, Darlene
Kvaternick, Caroline Parke, Debbie Reihart, David Spear, and Ron Skrabut.
— Submitted by Ron Skrabut

We March. We Act.

In collaboration with the Power to the Hill (P2H) initiative at Gather the
Spirit for Justice, UCH’s We March. We Act. (WMWA) lay-led ministry
has been actively executing Get Out The Vote (GOTV) initiatives on
Allison Hill. Among other things, WMWA canvassed and distributed
voter registration materials on Oct. 10 (photo). UCH participants
included Josh Hooper, Ann Stillwater, and Allyn Rosenberger.
In mid-October, the phone banking team completed phone calls to all
registered voters in the three precincts of Allison Hill (1,400 numbers).
The team included Cordell Affeldt, Luke Ansel, Barb Pearce, Darlene
Kvaternik, Danielle Roth, Ann Stillwater, Maggie Shaver-Wilson, Allyn
Rosenberger, Marilyn McHenry, Karen Mallah, Margaret Carrow, and
Dianne Dusman. WMWA final non-contact Voter Engagement Day was
Saturday, Oct. 31.
Members of WMWA will also be present as poll watchers on Nov. 3.
— Submitted by Wendy Shaver

In Memoriam
Marybeth Williams (1958-2020)
UCH member Marybeth Williams died Sept. 28 after a long illness. She was 62. Services were held via
Zoom on Oct. 11, the Rev. Dr. Anthony Johnson presiding.
Marybeth was born Aug. 26, 1958, in Harrisburg, and spent most of her adult life in Tacoma, WA. When
she relocated to Pennsylvania in 2006, she joined the UCH, where she was an enthusiastic participant in
choir and the OLIVER COLLECTIVE. She was “photographer in residence” at many UCH events and
frequently donated photography services to the UCH, including the annual auction.
She is survived by a daughter, Kelsey, and son, Dylan; two grandchildren; and five siblings.
The UCH REPORTER, Vol. 56, No. 5
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Date

Time

Group

Location

Tue 3

8:00

Election Night Gathering

Zoom

This year’s election is emotionally fraught for many of us. It is unlikely that we will
know the outcome on the evening of election day, making the evening even
more stressful. UCH’s Minister and Director of Religious Exploration will host a
virtual gathering. This is not exactly a watch party. Nevertheless, please join
Rev. Tony and DRE Cory Ness with whatever snacks or beverage will help you
relax. Please watch News You Can UUs for the Zoom link.
Wed 4

7:00

QueenSpirit (Monthly)

Election Night
Gathering
Zoom

QueenSpirit is a co‐created women’s spirituality circle that meets on the first Wednesday of the month. This month, we will
explore what holds us back from our goals. Lisa Brinton-Wilson will guide us through a process to unblock blocked emotions
through essential oils to create a lasting mindset shift. Rebecca Waldemar will lead us in a guided meditation afterwards to help
us release any difficult emotions that may come up for us.
To prepare for our circle, it would be helpful if everyone wrote responses to the prompts below in a journal in a quiet place
where you won't be disturbed:
What is the goal you are wanting to work on? Choose something you want to
achieve but you are procrastinating or it seems too difficult to obtain. It can be
a business, personal, wellness, financial, relational goal ~ something that's a
stretch for you.
Create an affirmation out of that goal in the positive & present tense and as
time specific as possible. Ex: I am at peace in my life versus I don't have stress.
If you are able, please bring the following essential oils/scents: Frankincense, Lavender, Stress Away, Release (or purification),
Inner Child (or Orange), and Believe (or any uplifting oil).

QueenSpirit

All who identify as women are welcome in a co-creating sacred space. This will be a Zoom meeting, and a link will be sent a day
or so prior to the meeting time. Check-in starts at 6:30 p.m., the circle begins at 7:00 p.m., ending by 8:30 p.m. Contact Rebecca
Waldemar for further information.
Fri 6

6:00

Online Trivia Night

Zoom

Our weekly trivia night continues tonight, hosted each week by a different
member of our community. Join your church friends for a unique set of trivia,
combined with humor and merriment. Repeats weekly at 6:00 p.m. The
Zoom link appears each week in News You Can UUs and on the Facebook
events page.

Friday Night
TRIVIA

Please contact Dan Vaughn for additional information.
Sat 7

11:00

Lay Liturgist Training

Zoom

Interested in being a part of Sunday Services, but not sure you have the skill,
especially in our current virtual reality? The Worship Team is looking for
interested parties to join us on Saturday, November 7, starting at 11am for an
online Lay Liturgist (LL) training. We will go over what is expected of a Lay
Liturgist during our online services and what would be expected when we are able
to once again meet in person. We hope to help ease concerns about how to record, member
reflection guidance and other key aspects of being an LL.

Lay Liturgist
Training

So whether you're an experienced LL or just have an interest in learning more about being one, please contact Amy Firestine at
717- 571-7043 (call or text), and we'll send you the information to join our Zoom meeting.
─ Submitted by the Worship Team, Co-Chairs: Debbie Reihart and Amy Firestine
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Date

Time

Group

Location

Sun 8

7:00

Philosophy and Literature Group (Monthly)

Zoom

The Philosophy & Literature Group meets on the second Sunday of each month, normally at 7:00 p.m. and (historically) at the
church. During the current pandemic, the session is a virtual meeting via Zoom. This month, the group meets to discuss
Information Wars: How We Lost the Global Battle Against Disinformation and What We Can Do About
It, by Richard Stengel. From the Internet:
During the final three years of the Obama administration, Richard Stengel, the former editor of
Time and an Under Secretary of State, was on the front lines of this new global information war.
At the time, he was the single person in government tasked with unpacking, disproving, and
combating both ISIS’s messaging and Russian disinformation. Then, in 2016, as the
presidential election unfolded, Stengel watched as Donald Trump used
disinformation himself, weaponizing the grievances of Americans who
felt left out by modernism. In fact, Stengel quickly came to see how
all three players had used the same playbook: ISIS sought to make
Islam great again; Putin tried to make Russia great again; and we all
know about Trump.

Philosophy
& Literature

In a narrative that is by turns dramatic and eye-opening, Information Wars walks readers
through this often frustrating battle.
Please contact Don Brown for information.
Fri 13

7:00

Coffee House

Zoom

All and sundry are invited to a virtual coffee house starting at 7:00 p.m. on
Friday, Nov. 13. Hosted by Kel Kyle, Bill Brown, and Laura Edinger, the event
includes local artists and perennial favorites Laura Edinger, Kel Kyle, AP3 Jazz
Trio and Kilmaine Saints – and more! Songs performed include those by
Collective Soul, Peggy Lee, Billy Joel, Kansas, and more! And, of course, there
will be sing-along or two!
Look for the link to be published in the Nov. 13 News You Can UU's!
Note: we will also provide a link for donations to the coffee house, in lieu of our
normal $10 contribution. Please help us support virtual music during this
pandemic, and please plan to attend regardless of your ability to contribute.

Nov. 14: Advocacy Day 2020
UUJusticePA, formerly UUPLAN, is a non-profit advocacy group supporting economic, immigration and environmental justice in
Pennsylvania. The organization has scheduled a virtual “Advocacy Day 2020” to discuss social justice issues based on the results of
the Nov. 3 elections. Please contact Anita Mentzer for additional information. .
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